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Abstract
Hydrodynamic force and error estimation model are developed based on experimental data. Force model is developed to model

the dynamic forces with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) on an oscillating circular cylinder for flow conditions where Vortex-Indu-

ced-Vibrations (VIV) are known to occur and data error estimation model is developed for this existing neural network time depen-

dent hydrodynamic force model. The force and error estimation model are developed to use in potential control systems to improve
VIV based energy harvesting. The dynamic model is empirical, utilizing force measurements obtained for a large set of forced motion

experiments, spanning a range of parametric values that prescribe the kinematics of the cylinder motion. The model includes the dynamics of a circular cylinder undergoing forced combined in-line and cross-flow motion in a free stream. The experiments were con-

ducted in a fully automated towing tank where parameters of in-line amplitude of motion, cross-flow amplitude of motion, reduced
velocity, and phase difference between in-line and cross-flow motion were varied over nearly 10,000 experiments. All experiments
were carried out at a constant Reynolds number of 7620. A feed forward neural network is trained using the force database to develop a time dependent model of forces on the cylinder for given kinematic conditions. The time series error between the measured

and feed forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model is found for the lift and drag force time histories. An autoregressive (AR)

error predictor is developed from the existing neural network time dependent model of forces on the cylinder for given kinematic
conditions. This error predictor is developed based on the error between the measured signal and artificial neural network model
and can be used to improve predictions from the model.
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Introduction
Fluid-structure interactions (FSIs), such as vortex-induced

vibrations (VIV), are widespread and fundamental engineering
problems in the general fields of hydrodynamics and dynamical

systems. The phenomenon of vortex-induced vibrations is typical-

ly observed in long slender structures that encounter fluid flows

in their operating environment, such as deep sea drilling risers, oil
platforms, cooling towers and wind turbines, etc. This phenomenon causes vibration of the structure as vortices shedding in the

wake of the structure excites the natural frequency of the struc-

ture and in turn the fluid shedding phenomenon couples with the

excited motion of the structure. These vibrations can lead to fatigue problems and limit the operation of offshore, due to increased
loading on the structure when vibrating. The fundamental prob-

lem of VIV has been extensively studied by researchers due to its

prevalence in many engineering applications [1-6]. More recently,

the phenomenon has been proposed as a potential technique for
energy harvesting [7]. In energy harvesting applications, focus has

primarily been on the vibration of elastically mounted circular cy-

linders in a current that are constrained to cross-flow motion or
motion perpendicular to the direction of the current. In order to
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improve power output in energy harvesting, allowing the cylinder

de, in-line amplitude, reduced velocity, and phase between in-line

response of the system, increasing power output. Therefore, deve-

ols for VIV. This dataset has been extended for resolving the lower

to move with combined in-line and cross-flow motion relative to
the direction of the fluid has the ability to increase the amplitude

loping dynamical models that can predict the forcing and behavior

a this type of system is necessary for developing control strategies
for VIV-based energy harvesters.

Previous work has demonstrated that combined in-line and

cross-flow motion enhances both the cross- flow amplitude

response of a circular cylinder undergoing VIV and results in hig-

her harmonic forcing in the lift direction. In traditional engineered
systems, this can lead to increased fatigue in structures subject to

this fluid-structure interaction [8,9] due to the very large amplitude motions [10], but in energy harvesting systems, these larger

amplitude motions could be controlled to increase energy harves-

and cross-flow motion [19], the resulting force databases from this
work have not yet been successfully implemented in predictive to-

amplitude parameter space further to investigate the use of the da-

taset for semi-empirical prediction [20], however limited analysis
of the resulting forces from combined in-line and cross-flow mo-

tions have ensued from these studies. A more resolved database

has been developed [21,22] through the use of a unique automated
experimental apparatus to construct a database of forced combined in-line and cross-flow motions at a particular Reynolds num-

ber, providing a rich source of hydrodynamic force data that can

be used for developing artificial intelligence based predictive force
models.

In the study, the force database of [21] is utilized to develop a

ting capability. Since the coupling between motion and fluid for-

dynamical model of the time dependent force acting on a cylinder

predict the fluid-structure coupling. Semi-empirical methods have

to develop time dependent models of forces on the cylinder for

ces is linked non-linearly through the time dependent shedding of
vortices, it is difficult to develop simple fluid force models that can

improved efforts for modeling fluid forces by utilizing empirically

derived data from free vibration or forced motion experiments to
estimate fluid forces when coupled with a structural model.

Semi-empirical prediction methods that employ simple struc-

tural models combined with an empirical database derived from
forced motion experiments, such as those in [11-14], have been
shown to be better predictors of cross-flow motion VIV due to the

direct use of real measured forces in the coupling prediction [15].
However, extension of these semi-empirical methods to include

combined cross-flow and in-line motion are often unwieldy due to
the sheer number of experiments necessary in order to provide a

well resolved database of force measurements since including in-li-

ne motion significantly increases the number of variables describing the body motion. This semi-empirical approach has been de-

veloped for improving predictive capabilities in energy harvesting
applications [16], but has not yet been extended to systems with
combined in-line and cross-flow motion in energy harvesting. In

addition, time-varying hydrodynamic coefficient models have been

studied to predict VIV [17,18] for these types of applications as
well. While previous forced motion experiments studying the combined in-line and cross-flow motion have been performed over a

sparse parameter space including variations of cross-flow amplitu-

undergoing forced combined in-line and cross-flow motion. A feed
forward neural network is trained using the force measurements

given cylinder kinematics. There is some error between the me-

asured force on the body and the predicted time dependent force.
Also, we develop an error estimation model for the existing neural

network time dependent hydrodynamic force model in order to

improve the neural network model. The error estimator is created

from this neural network time dependent model of forces on the

cylinder for given kinematic conditions by using autoregressive

(AR) filtering. The autoregressive technique allows for advanced

prediction of errors to help improve the time dependent prediction
from the neural network model. We develop this technique because data-driven of modeling, prediction and control complex dyna-

mical systems are very important in fluid-structure interactions.

The most challenging scientific problem in that current empirical

models or derivations are not responsive these kind of non-linear
dynamic systems. Thus, data analysis and force modelling approaches are required to achieve in depth understanding of the physics

governing this kind of complex dynamical systems. The significan-

ce and major contribution of this work is that this developed ANN
force and error estimation model might be a good foundation to

improve for further modeling, prediction and control system for
complex dynamical systems of two-degree-of-freedom. This analysis could be utilized for further experimental analysis for two-degree-of-freedom VIV systems.
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Experimental Details
Automated forced two-degree-of-freedom experiments were

conducted in the experimental fluid mechanics laboratory at the

University of Rhode Island (URI). The experiment setup is shown

in figure 1. The experiment setup consists of a towing tank, automated linear actuators, control box and data acquisition (DAQ) system. A main carriage is positioned on top of the water tank where

it can move forward along the tank length with constant speed.

Prescribed figure-eight and crescent forced motions of a text cylinder connected to the carriage are performed by linear actuators
mounted on the carriage. While combined cross-flow and in-line

VIV typically produces figure-eight and crescent shape motions of
the cylinder in a carriage-fixed reference frame, the nonlinear inte-

raction of the structural system with the fluid does not guarantee
that the motions are sinusoidal in each direction. For simplicity and

consistent with definitions from [10,23], we assume that to first or-

der, the motion of the body in the in-line and cross-flow directions
can be assumed to be sinusoidal, such that these motions are only
defined by a single amplitude and single frequency. Additionally,
consistent with observations from experiments, in- line motions

are assumed to have twice the frequency of the cross-flow motion,
allowing for a single frequency parameter to define the motion of

the body. This helps to limit the number of variables to consider
in defining the motion of the body, such that forced motions are
defined as:

𝑦  =  𝐴𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑥  = 𝐴𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔𝑡 + 𝜃)  ------(1)

Figure 1: Pictures of the automated experimental test setup.
The phase difference between in-line and cross-flow motions, 𝜃, 

defines the orbital motion of the cylinder in the carriage fixed reference frame. The motion of the cylinder can then be defined non-di-

mensionally based on the non-dimensional amplitudes, 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  and 
𝐴𝑥/𝐷, a  single  cross-flow  reduced  velocity,  𝑉𝑟 =  (𝑈2𝜋)/(𝜔𝐷),  and 

the phase between motions, 𝜃.  The  non-dimensional  parameters 

governing the motion of the body were varied such that the in-line

amplitude is varied from 0.1 to 0.5 in increments of 0.1, the crossflow amplitude is varied from 0.1 to 1.6 in increments of 0.25, the
reduced velocity is varied from 4 to 8 in increments of 0.2 and the

phase between in-line and cross-flow motions is varied from -180
degrees to 180 degrees in increments of 30 degrees. This results in
a total of 9555 experiments comprising the experimental database

for the single Reynolds number of 7620. Each run was performed

through an automated system, such that the experiment always reset to the same starting point and waited 8.5 minutes before con-

ducting the next experiment. Hydrodynamic forces were measured
using ATI Gamma SI-65-10 and SI-130-10 six-axis force sensors.

To first order, the lift and drag forces, 𝐹𝑦  and  𝐹𝑥,  can be  approxi-

mated as sinusoidal functions with dominant frequencies equivalent to the motion frequencies:

𝐹𝑦  = 𝐹1𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 +  𝜙1)  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑥  = 𝐹2𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔𝑡  + 𝜙2)  - - - - - - (2)
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Force model

A discrete, time-dependent, non-linear force model is develo-

ped from the experimental data set by applying a feed forward Ar-

tificial Neural Network (ANN). The ANN is based on closed-form
mathematical expressions, where weights are determined through
training of the ANN [24-29]. To construct the ANN model, we defi-

ne the cylinder motions (in-line and cross-flow position and velocity) as inputs to the ANN, where the force time histories in x and y
are defined as outputs:

Figure 2: Contours of the average power coefficient with variable
𝐴𝑦/𝐷  and  𝑉𝑟.  Phase  between  motions  is  fixed, 𝜃  =  0∘  and  in-line 
motion amplitude is fixed, 𝐴𝑥/𝐷=0.1.

From the equation, the phase angles between motion and force

are 𝜙1 and 𝜙2. The portion of the force in phase with velocity of the

cylinder motion will either excite or damp the motion of a freely

Where 𝐹̂  is  the  estimated  forces  from  ANN  and 𝑎  is  the  input 

matrix of discrete positions and velocity for in-line and cross flow

motions. The sampling time is defined according to the time de-

pendent measurements from the experimental database, which is
𝑇𝑠 = 0.001  𝑠.  The  function f  has  the  following  same  form  for  lift  and 

drag forces;

Where W is the matrix including hidden weight values, a is the

vibrating system, dependent on the sign of the power transfer. For

matrix including input values, b is column vector including hidden

drag. We cantherefore define an average power transfer coefficient,

the form of the tangent sigmoid function;

a system oscillating with combined in-line and cross-flow motion,
this power transfer results as a function of forces in both lift and

𝐶𝑎𝑝,  as below,  where  positive  power  transfer  indicates  excitation 

and energy transferred from the fluid to the body and negative

power transfer indicates damping with energy transferred from
the body to the fluid:

A zero value of 𝐶𝑎𝑝  indicates  the  expected  response  behavior 

of a system with zero structural damping in both in-line and cross-

flow directions. Figure 2 illustrates the average power coefficient
on contour plots by changing cross-flow motion amplitude and reduced velocity for fixed phase between in-line and cross- flow mo-

tion, 𝜃  =  0 and fixed in-line amplitude, 𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1.  The  expected 
∘

free vibration region can be seen as the white region where 𝐶𝑎𝑝  is
positive. In previous work, the construction of the estimated force model by using neural nets were chosen from cylinder motions

corresponding to this free vibration region. 26 experimental runs
were chosen for building neural network and error estimators for
a lift forceestimator and drag force estimator based on the full measured forces.

bias values, 𝑤𝑜  is  the  row  vector  including  output  weight  values,  𝑏𝑜 

is the output bias value and 𝑔  is  the  activation  function  which  is  of 

To demonstrate the construction of the estimated force model,

we select 26 experimental runs that correspond to a positive va-

lue of 𝐶𝑎𝑝,  indicating  they  correspond  with  motions  close  to those 
𝑛=0

observed fora self-excited vibrating system. For each experimental

run condition, we define four neural network estimators, a lift for-

ce estimator based on the full measured force, a drag force estimator based on the full measured force, a lift force estimator with

the fluid inertia removed, and a drag force estimator with the fluid
inertia removed. The purpose for defining separate force estima-

tors with and without the fluid inertia is that these may be used for
different purposes in future control applications, where control in
phase with body acceleration may be applied. The ultimate advan-

tage of separating force estimators with and without acceleration

is that the system can be trained on less data [30]. To separate the
fluid inertia component from the fluid force for the neural network

estimator, we train the neural network using only position and ve-

locity values as input. When including the body acceleration, we
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first express forces using a linear regression model. The linear reg-

yer of all cross-flow direction has 7 neurons and the hidden layer of

evaluated from the linear regression. For a linear regression force
̂ = 𝑐1𝑦 + 𝑐2𝑥 + 𝑐3𝑦̇ + 𝑐4𝑥̇ + 𝑐5𝑦̈ + 𝑐6𝑥̈ , we can
model of the form 𝐹
𝑙𝑖𝑛

on function) of the hidden layer is the non-linear tangent sigmoid

ression is evaluated by fitting the lift and drag forces to a functional shape and the acceleration component of the model is then

determine the force coefficients directly through linear regression
of the force measurements. Our estimated force can then be constructed by estimating the position and velocity components through the neural network model and adding the inertial components

determined through linear regression, resulting in a force of the
form: 𝐹̂= 𝐹𝑁𝑁 + 𝑐5𝑦̈ + 𝑐6𝑥̈ , with the linear coefficients (𝑐5 and 𝑐6)

calculated from the linear regression model and 𝐹𝑁𝑁  found  from 
neural networks based on position and velocity inputs.

all in-line direction has 11 neurons. All ANNs are derived through

the Matlab neural network toolbox. The transfer function (activati-

and the output layer is purely linear as mentioned earlier. Since the
sampling rate of experiments was fairly high, there is good temporal resolution to the experimental data, with a large number of data
points for each experimental run. To train an individual neural net

for each run, 40% of the data points in the motion time history of
an individual run are selected at random to be used as training data

for determining weights. 40% of data points are used to train ANN

model to avoid over-training. We observe good accuracy because
the training data points are selected randomly. Since the system is

coupled and non-linear, ANN model is essential to be used to model
lift and drag time series forces. By using this ANN force model, we
can develop a prediction method.
Error estimation model

Parametric modeling spectrum analysis is used to develop an

error estimation model between measured forces and the deep
neural network time series force model [28,31-35]. Previously,
the time series of lift and drag forces were estimated from an ANN
force model by using discrete position and velocity as inputsto the

neural network with time dependent lift and drag force as output

[36]. 26 experimental runs corresponding to free vibration region
Figure 3: Structure of the neural network with three layers for (a)
lift and (b) drag force.

A total of 104 neural nets (26 experiments with 4 neural

networks per experiment) were derived to provide estimation of
time dependent lift and drag forces with and without the portion in

phase with acceleration. Figure 3 shows the structure of the neural
nets for lift forces, which used 7 layers. The same neural network
structure is used for drag forces, but with 11 layers. The neural nets

in figure 2 were used for training the ANN force model. The time
series of errors between measured forces and predicted values

from the ANN model are calculated for lift and drag forces as shown

figure 4. The mean of the time series errors are removed, 𝐸  =  𝐸−< 

𝐸  >,  before  developing  an  error  estimation  model  through  an  au-

toregressive filter. A total of 52 error signals (lift and drag force
models) are investigated using a periodogram and correlogram in

order to apply a power spectrum comparison. We expect the power
spectrum computed using different approaches to give the same
function.

The error signal in the discrete frequency domain is written as

are defined as feed forward systems, which require an input vector

𝐸𝑘  = ∑𝑁−1 𝐸𝑛𝑒−𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁, 𝑘  =  0,1,2, . . . , 𝑁  − 1.  We  can  compute  the  pow-

ous position in cross-flowdirection, instantaneous position in in-li-

the Discrete Fourier Transform, 𝐸𝑘.  A second  way  to  compute  the 

along with hidden and output layers. The input and output layers

are linear. The input layer has 4 neurons defined as the instantanene direction, instantaneous velocity in cross-flow direction and ins-

tantaneous velocity in in-line direction. The output layer consists of
a single neuron for each neural network application. The hidden la-

er spectral density of the error function as 𝑆(𝑘/𝑁𝑇)  =  |𝐸𝑘|2 which

gives the periodogram of the error signals computed directly from

power spectrum of the error signals is from an analysis of the cor-

relogram, as the power spectrum is also the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation of a signal. The autocorrelation of the error sig-
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An autoregressive filter is used to develop an error estimation
model, 𝐸̂. The autoregressive filter can be defined as follows:
Where G is the AR filter, 𝑅𝑥𝑥  is the  auto-correlation  matrix  of

input matrix, 𝐶  is  the  cross-correlation  matrix  between  input  and 

output.
Figure 4: Time series error calculation between measured and
Artificial Neural Network model.

nal is defined as 𝑅𝑥𝑥  =  ∑ 𝐸(𝑟)𝐸(𝑟 +  𝑛);  where  𝑛 is a  time  shift.  By 
definition of the power spectral density, 𝑆(𝑘/𝑁𝑇)  =  |𝑓𝑓𝑡(𝑅𝑥𝑥)|.  The 
periodogram and correlogram versions of the spectral density are

compared to observe the structure of the signal. Also, the autocorrelation function of the time series of error can be used to categorize the error signals.

Autoregressive model is a model which depends on the previ-

ous outputs of the system. System assumes that the input signals

are stationary and ergodic. The autoregressive error estimation
model can be definedas:

A total of 52 cases between measured and ANN model is obser-

ve to get time series error. Figure 4 shows the basis of time series
calculation to provide estimation of error signals for lift and drag

forces. Previously, the neural nets are defined as feed forward multi
layer systems which require an input vector, hidden and output la-

yers. The input forms the instantaneous position in cross-flow direction, instantaneous position in in-line direction, instantaneous
velocity in cross-flow direction and instantaneous velocity in in-li-

ne direction. Once error time series signals are observe for each
case, eye inspection is applied by using auto-correlation analysis.
This helps to categorize the error time series signals in order to
be used for autoregressive filtering error estimation analysis. Au-

toregressive filter is applied to achieve error estimator for sample
cases. 𝐸̂ (𝑡) is estimated as a predicted error estimation from AR
̂ 𝐹 𝑁 + 𝐸̂+< 𝐸 >.
model. Then, we can express force signals as 𝐹̂𝐴𝑅 = 𝑁 

Where: 𝐹̂𝐴𝑅 is the ANN model with error predictor, 𝐹̂𝑁𝑁 is the ANN
force model, 𝐸̂is the error predictor from linear autoregressive filter

and < 𝐸  >  is  the  mean  error  between  measured  and  ANN  model. 
Then, error between measured and ANN model with error predic-

Where 𝑎𝑘, 𝑘 =  1,2,3, . . . ,  𝑚, coefficients  of  the autoregressive 

model, m is the order of the model and 𝑢(𝑛)  is  the  residual  error  of 
the linear autoregressive filter. In order to calculate autoregressive
parameters, we need to get autocorrelation of the input signals as
follows:

tor can be calculated from 𝐹 − 𝐹̂𝐴𝑅 .

Results

The purpose of this study is to develop data-driven models to

model the dynamic forces acting on a vibrating circular cylinder

in a free stream. While semi-empirical methods for modeling flu-

id forces in VIV rely on determination of force coefficients that are
essentially cycle averaged representations of the force in phase

with body motions, the present method allows for a approximati-

on of discrete force values for a given set of kinematic conditions
through the neural network representation. This has potential for

improving fluid force modeling in conditions where limit cycles, or
attractors of the dynamic system may be varying in time. It must

be noted that the present study only looks at a very small subset

of experimental force measurements from fixed motion conditions
and these selected conditions have highly repeatable forces in time,
which is favorable to the neural network method used. In conditi-

ons where multiple wake conditions may exist for a specific body
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motion, more complex representation of the fluid force is likely necessary.

Experimental Input
Ay/D
0.1
0.35
0.1
0.35
0.6
0.1
0.35
0.6
0.1
0.35
0.6
0.85
0.35
0.6
0.1
0.35
0.6
0.35
0.6
0.1
0.35
0.6
0.85
0.35
0.6
0.35

Without acc.
Ax/D
Vr
5
0.1
5
0.1
0.1
5
5
0.1
5
0.1
6
0.1
0.1
6
6
0.1
6
0.2
0.2
6
6
0.2
6
0.2
6
0.3
0.3
6
6
0.1
6
0.1
0.1
6
7
0.1
7
0.1
7
0.2
0.2
7
7
0.2
7
0.2
0.3
7
7
0.3
7
0.1
Column average
Column highest

Lift Force
With acc.
θ 0 Mean
0
7.77
0
5.80
30 7.60
30 7.92
30 6.28
0
9.72
0 11.79
0 15.02
0
6.35
0
7.86
0 10.38
0 15.49
0
8.55
0
9.41
30 9.36
30 11.72
30 18.22
0 12.31
0 19.89
0
5.28
0
9.43
0 10.52
0 14.85
0
5.42
0
6.47
30 10.31
10.14
19.89

Max
44.18
39.06
42.18
53.60
38.02
54.51
73.88
63.47
38.68
48.61
47.81
67.00
52.55
46.60
39.84
58.31
69.93
67.58
97.86
28.89
52.31
54.59
77.84
29.24
33.91
46.23
52.56
97.86

Mean
6.81
6.00
7.86
7.01
6.75
9.82
10.09
15.22
5.62
7.79
11.38
15.32
10.80
10.42
8.56
11.73
17.98
12.12
17.73
5.92
6.58
10.51
15.16
5.94
6.61
12.54
10.09
17.98

56

Max
36.27
38.93
42.18
50.96
41.02
53.48
61.84
65.00
32.78
48.14
56.73
66.74
64.49
47.80
39.47
58.35
68.33
63.99
90.87
34.39
36.17
58.15
70.45
26.33
35.24
71.71
52.30
90.87

Table 1: Mean and maximum errors (%) for all tested cases; Lift
Force.

Figure 5: Time traces of lift and drag forces for 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷 
= 0.2, 𝑉𝑟 = 7,  𝜃 =  0∘.  (Top)  Comparison  of measured  lift  and  drag 
force (black) with ANN model without acceleration (red). (Bottom) Comparison of measured lift and drag force (black) with

Table 1 and 2 show the mean and maximum percentage error

between the measured and feed forward ANN estimation of lift and
drag force time history using both the acceleration and without acceleration models:

ANN model with acceleration (red).
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Experimental
Input

Drag Force

Without acc.
Ay/D
Ax/D
Vr
5
0.1
0.1
5
0.35
0.1
0.1
0.1
5
5
0.35
0.1
5
0.6
0.1
6
0.1
0.1
0.35
0.1
6
6
0.6
0.1
6
0.1
0.2
0.35
0.2
6
6
0.6
0.2
6
0.85
0.2
6
0.35
0.3
0.6
0.3
6
6
0.1
0.1
6
0.35
0.1
0.6
0.1
6
7
0.35
0.1
7
0.6
0.1
7
0.1
0.2
0.35
0.2
7
7
0.6
0.2
7
0.85
0.2
0.35
0.3
7
7
0.6
0.3
7
0.35
0.1
Column average
Column highest

With acc.
θ 0 Mean
0
5.98
0
5.56
30 6.34
30 5.89
30 5.35
0
7.37
0
8.80
0
9.41
0
4.93
0
5.69
0
7.38
0
7.57
0
7.39
0
5.52
30 7.86
30 9.11
30 8.40
0
9.07
0
9.10
0
8.15
0
8.11
0
6.92
0
7.35
0
5.02
0
5.67
30 8.01
7.15
9.41

Max
33.84
27.12
32.20
29.01
34.99
36.22
36.00
41.30
27.49
31.81
31.98
34.50
28.31
27.67
40.33
40.74
40.31
41.04
41.95
39.49
38.90
34.60
35.70
22.98
30.43
42.94
34.69
42.94

Mean
7.16
5.64
7.12
5.94
5.27
7.61
8.67
9.08
4.95
5.50
6.53
8.99
5.42
5.62
8.55
8.22
8.55
10.84
8.59
6.02
5.73
8.85
7.27
4.98
6.80
8.46
7.17
10.84
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Max
37.71
27.79
33.09
29.82
29.70
35.73
43.90
37.33
31.12
29.25
30.76
36.59
25.75
26.99
43.49
39.20
43.11
41.94
41.95
29.05
34.55
37.55
35.56
22.66
40.82
43.13
34.94
43.90

Table 2: Mean and maximum errors (%) for all tested cases; Drag
Force.

Where: 𝐸𝑎𝑣 is the percentage mean error which is calculated
from between measured, 𝐹 and estimated 𝐹̂response for all cases.

Figure 6: Time traces of lift and drag forces for 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷 
= 0.1, 𝑉𝑟 = 7,  𝜃 =  0∘.  (Top)  Comparison  of measured  lift  and  drag 
force (black) with ANN model without acceleration (red). (Bottom) Comparison of measured lift and drag force (black) with
ANN model with acceleration (red).

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  is  the percentage  maximum  error  which  is  calculated  from 
between measured, 𝐹 and estimated 𝐹̂response for all cases as well.
The tables give the computed error for the 26 different kinematic

motions of the cylinder, showing the error for the two separate models for lift and drag. The tables show the total mean and maximum

errors with and without acceleration cases for lift and drag forces.
Comparing the measured error between the model which includes

acceleration components and the model that is trained purely on

position and velocity, the model including acceleration appears to
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have less overall error, which is not surprising, as the added mass

free stream and neural network model. We use only without acce-

near effects are present.

very close for with and without acceleration cases. Error estimati-

force of the fluid is dependent on the body acceleration, hence will

be poorly estimated by position only, especially if significant non-liFigure 5 shows the time history of cross-flow and in-line mea-

sured forces based on experimental conditions of 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥 = 

0.2, 𝑉𝑟 = 7,  𝜃 =  0∘ compared with the resulting fluid force estimates
obtained through the neural networks models. As seen from the

time histories, 6 cycles of motion were observed for this particu-

lar case (dependent on the tank length and reduced velocity) in

the cross-flow direction. The measured (black) and predicted (red)

forces are compared for the both the model which includes the acceleration and the model without the acceleration. Immediately

apparent from the figures is that the model without acceleration

tends to smooth out much of the higher frequency components of
the signal. This is not necessarily a good thing, since in combined

leration case in order to build error estimation model since the average errors between ANN force model and force measurements are

on model allows to correct ANN model based on measured forces.
The error estimation model is applied for the same small subset of
the experimental force database. However, once error estimators
are achieved, this can help to generalize later to develop dynamical

systems. Currently, again error estimation model is applying highly
repeatable forces which is suitable to the ANN and error estimation

model. They may exist multiple wake conditions for specific conditions where more complex representation of the fluid force could
be necessary.

Figure 7 shows the time trace of error between ANN model and

measured fluid forces for lift and drag forces. Errors, 𝐸  is  the  are  the 

in-line and cross-flow motion, the relative motion of the body in

time series errors which are calculated from between measured,
̂
𝑁𝑁
response for all cases. This plot
𝐹  and  estimated ANN model 𝐹

ting on the cylinder [8]. In the lift direction, these forces will show

of the circular cylinder. These errors are calculated for two sepa-

the in-line direction with respect to vortices shed in the wake can

enhance the presence of higher frequency components of force acup as odd harmonics and are a result of the non-linear interaction of the body motion and vortex motion. In the drag direction,

these forces manifest as higher even harmonics. The ANN model
with acceleration appears to do significantly better with capturing

higher harmonic components of force, which are important when
modeling fatigue effects of VIV. This particular case represents a re-

latively small cross-flow motion of the body and the resulting force
model has relatively low error as seen in the previous tables.

To give another example with larger cross-flow amplitude, fi-

shows two specific computed errors among these sub-database.

Actually, errors are calculated for 26 different kinematic motions
rate models; lift and drag forces. The measured error between the
model do not include acceleration components and the model that

is trained purely on position and velocity inputs. As we can see

from the figures, the errors have still structural response which
can contribute to force model. Along with these information, au-

to-correlation analysis are applied for all subdatabase to observe

structural category for these errors in order to be used to estimate
errors later.

Figure 8 and 9 shows the time history of errors for lift direction

gure 6 shows the time history of cross-flow and in-line measured

and auto-correlation analysis of these error signals for cross-flow

obtained through the neural networks models. In this case, again

deviation of each error signals which shows different autocorre-

forces based on experimental conditions of 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥 =  0.1,

𝑉𝑟 = 7,  𝜃 =  0 compared with the resulting fluid force estimates
∘

the fluid force model with acceleration captures more of the higher frequency components of the signal. In this case, we obser-

ve relatively large mean and maximum errors between measured
and ANNs estimation for both lift and drag force which can be seen
from table 1 and 2. In this case, some of the error is likely due to the

mechanical vibration of the cantilevered cylinder below the force
sensor at its natural frequency.

After building ANN force model, we develop error estimation

model from measured forces acting on an oscillating cylinder in

direction for some specific kinematics of the circular cylinder. Also

random white noises are generated with same mean and standard

lation structure from error signals from cross-flow direction. Autocorrelation of errors are calculated for lift and drag direction

observe category in error analysis in order to build error model.

However, the lift direction errors are used to observe category for

error signals since cross-flow direction is the leading direction for

two-degree-of-freedom cases. As we observe from the sub-data set
in free vibration regime, 4 different category are observed from auto-correlation analysis. 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  0∘ and

𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  30∘ and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1, 

𝑉𝑟 = 5,  𝜃 =  30∘ and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.35,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  6, 𝜃  =  0∘ represents
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a chosen case for different categories in sub- database. Knowing
these categories are important because these information could
improve error estimation model.

Figure 7: (Top) Comparison of measured (black) and ANN model

(red) for time traces of lift force and the corresponding time trace

Figure 8: The time trace of error for lift force and auto-correlation of the lift force error which corresponding and white noise

corresponding to lift force and the auto-correlation of this white
noise on top plot and the time trace of error for drag force and

of error between measured and ANN model (green) on top plot;

auto-correlation of the drag force error which corresponding and

error between measured and ANN model (green) on bottom plot

𝜃  =  0∘  and  𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1, 𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃 = 30∘: Category 1  and 

(bottom) Comparison of measured (black) and ANN model (red)
for time traces of drag force and the corresponding time trace of
for a specific run: 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.35,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  0∘.

white noise corresponding to drag force and the auto-correlation

of this white noise on bottom plot:𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 
Category 2.
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Figure 10: The last portion of time series error estimation for

cross-flow and in-line direction: 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃 
= 0∘ and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  30∘:  Category 1  and 
Category 2.

Figure 9: The time trace of error for lift force and auto-correlation of the lift force error which corresponding and white noise

corresponding to lift force and the auto-correlation of this white
noise on top plot and the time trace of error for drag force and

auto-correlation of the drag force error which corresponding and
white noise corresponding to drag force and the auto-correlation
of this white noise on bottom plot:𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  = 

5, 𝜃  =  30∘  and  𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.35,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1, 𝑉𝑟  =  6, 𝜃 = 0∘:  Category 3 
and Category 4.
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Figure 11: The last portion of time series error estimation for

cross-flow and in-line direction: 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃 
= 30∘ and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.35,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  6, 𝜃  =  0∘: Category 3  and 
Category 4.

Figure 12: Comparison of measured (black), ANN model(red) and
ANN model with error predictor (blue) for time traces of lift force

and the time trace of error between measured and new estimated
force with error predictor: 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  0∘ 
and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  30∘
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𝐸𝑎𝑣  is the  percentage  mean  error  where  it is calculated  from 
̂
𝑁𝑁
and both
measured, 𝐹  and  for  both  estimated  ANN  force model, 𝐹

̂ for all sample
estimated ANN force model with error predictor, 𝐹
𝐴𝑅

cases from each category. 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  is  the percentage  maximum  error 
where it is calculated from between measured, 𝐹  and estimated
̂
ANN force model 𝐹
𝑁𝑁
and ANN force model with error prediĉ response for all sample cases from each category as well.
tor, 𝐹
𝐴𝑅
The table provides the computed error for 4 different kinematic
motions of the cylinder which shows the total mean and maximum

errors for the lift force. The table shows the total mean and maximum errors for ANN model force model and ANN model with error

predictor. Comparing the calculated error between the model such
Figure 13: Comparison of measured (black), ANN model(red) and
ANN model with error predictor (blue) for time traces of lift force

and the time trace of error between measured and new estimated
force with error predictor: 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.6,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  5, 𝜃  =  30∘
and 𝐴𝑦/𝐷  =  0.35,  𝐴𝑥/𝐷  =  0.1,  𝑉𝑟  =  6, 𝜃  =  0∘.

Figure 10 and 11 show the results of error estimations for each

category which is observed in sub- database. The linear autoreg-

ressive filter is used to develop the error estimation model. Green

dotline shows the last time portion of the error between measured
forces and ANN force model for both cross- flow and in-line dire-

ction. The magenta line shows the estimated error by using line-

ar predictor filter for both cross-flow and in-line direction. Linear
autoregressive filter is applied for one sample from each category.

Therefore, the error estimation represents for each category which
is observed by eye before using auto-correlation analysis. The main

purpose of this error estimation analysis is to improve ANN force
model which is going to be applied all database later. Error estima-

tion model improves the force model by superimposing the ANN
force estimation.

Figure 12 and 13 show the comparison result between time tra-

ce of measured force, ANN force model and ANN model with error

predictor for lift force. The results are shown for chosen cases for
each error category which is described before. One can observe the
error signals between measured force and ANN model with corre-

cted error predictor. Also, we observe a better approximation by

using error predictor in comparison with ANN force model. Auto-

that the ANN model with error prediction shows better estimati-

on than ANN force model. This shows that error estimation model
helps to improve ANN model.
Experi-

Lift Force

mental
Input

ANN model
w\out acc.
Ay/D
Ax/D Vr
5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
5
5
0.6
0.1
6
0.35
0.1
Column average
Column highest

ANN model
w\Err. Predictor
mean
θ0
0
7.77
30
7.60
30
6.28
0
11.79
8.36
11.79

max
44.18
42.18
38.02
73.88
49.56
73.88

mean
5.27
5.63
4.69
8.36
5.98
8.36

max
26.78
28.38
28.13
33.56
29.22
33.56

Table 3: Mean and maximum errors (%) for all tested cases; Lift

Discussion

force.

One can see that ANN force model and error prediction model is

developed from very small subset of experimental data which inc-

ludes force measurements from fixed motion parameters. Also, it

must be note that this selected sub-database includes highly repeatable forces with time. Thus, it helps neural networks applications

for developing models. On the other hand, there are some observed
cases where multiple wake conditions may exist for a specific body
motion which means more complex representationof the fluid force may be necessary.

As seen from the comparisons, the feed forward neural nets ac-

hieve satisfactory accuracy for the chosen subset of experiments.
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ANN force model results in matching the measured data series for

served error category which is investigated by using autocorrelati-

self-limiting oscillations. This limitation can be verified by evalu-

series force estimation. This large comprehensive dataset will be

both models with and without acceleration. VIV systems are typically self-limiting oscillations and autonomous models can achieve

ation of the Lyapunov exponent analysis [37]. In future work, we
intend to improve and extend this model to feedback control synthesis toward energy harvesting applications.

One can observe a better approximation by using an error pre-

dictor in comparison with the ANN force model. This preliminary

result shows better force estimation with error predictor where an
autoregressive filter is used to develop the error estimation model. This method will be applied to correct ANN force model for the
whole database in order to develop further dynamic models.

The main advantage of developing an ANN model with error

prediction for a sub-region of the force database is that it creates a
general model for VIV forces, which typically in the literature invol-

on analysis in sub- database. This error estimation model is used to

help improving ANN force model by superimposing into ANN time
used for more deep learning analysis. Force prediction method will

be developed from an oscillating circular cylinder from forced experiments by using neural networks applications. These techniques can be used for a non-linear force control model which might

be developed to predict fluid-structure interactions. The developed
model will be applied for future control models energy harvesting
applications by using whole database.
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